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Bright ideas
It seems that innovation is the watchword for July/
August as manufacturers from all over the world release new products or
further enhance proven equipment. When emphasis these days is most often
placed on improving customer service, retaining slip holders and ‘growing
boating’, it’s easy to forget that the marina hardware can also make or break
the reputation of a facility. Equipment also has serious impact on profits and
environmental management.
Sometimes forward thinking manufacture results in something small in size but big
in concept. The Pile Ring (p. 58) from Monumental Plastics is a durable, stackable,
unsinkable one-piece ring that could transform the management of pile moorings.
The MegaMaster from Rolec Services (p. 29), on the other hand, is a bigger product
in terms of size – as its name implies – and is taking ever increasing levels of
dockside power to megayachts. Enquiries have been received for a 2,500amp threephase unit...
We see pump-out controls from EMP Industries making best use of the latest
Internet of Things technology for reporting and monitoring (p. 19); Eaton Marina
Power & Lighting adding SMART notification for ground fault safety in its Lighthouse
pedestals and thus helping to save lives (p. 36); Maricer developing a bespoke
key-based energy control system for visitor berths (p. 39) and newcomer Marcello
Giampiccolo releasing Leonardo, a pedestal with an air conditioning module that can
be hired out to berth holders on a daily tariff (p. 36).
Australia-based Superior has won yet another prestigious award for the Seascape
adaptable floating structure (see Inside Track on marinaworld.com) and has
developed a movable jetski dock that can motor to the fuel dock (p. 47). HydroHoist’s
new HarborHoist boatlift (p. 47) is self-contained – no dock attachment needed – as
is the Click&Go option (p. 51) in use in Spain and now ready for export.
Bellingham Marine confirms that patents are pending for its new FRP thru-rod and
nut system for pontoon connection (p. 57). The rod is completely corrosion resistant,
high in strength and highly durable.
There are many other excellent examples of product development in this issue
– please read on – but one final word goes to Poralu CEI for Greencube (p. 55);
a modular floating toilet block pontoon fitted with a stand-alone micro sewage
treatment plant. This ingenious concept will enable marinas to install toilet/shower/
laundry blocks at less accessible locations within the marina – and the block can be
moved around if needed. The company also sees Greencube’s potential as the basis
of other floating structures like restaurants and bars.
As the year progresses, we will be announcing many other bright ideas that are
currently in transit from the design studio to the factory. And, one day, a MARINA
product will win the DAME Design Award METS (see p. 9)!

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2015 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd

Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
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refuse advertising.
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No Substitute
For Excellence
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COMPREHENSIVE MARINA BUILDER
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WORLD NEWS

Wellcome Trust buys
Premier Marinas

UK: The BlackRock UK Property Fund has sold one of the UK’s leading marina
groups, Premier Marinas Ltd (PML), to the Wellcome Trust for an undisclosed
sum. The decision to sell to Wellcome was made following an extensive
marketing campaign and the acquisition was completed in five business days.
term approach to the ownership of
the business and look forward to the
continued success and growth of PML.”

Paul Tebbit, BlackRock director, said:
“PML has generated strong returns
for BlackRock over the last decade
during which time we have expanded
the business significantly. We are
very pleased to have sold PML to the
Wellcome Trust and are confident that
the business will continue to thrive
under their stewardship.”
Peter Pereira Gray, managing director
of the Wellcome Trust’s Investment
Division, added: “We will take a long

Planning
Isla Grande
PUERTO RICO: The Puerto
Rico Ports Authority (PRPA) is
processing responses to an RFP
(Request for Proposal) for the
leasing, design, construction,
operation and financing of the
rehabilitation, improvement and
operation of the Isla Grande Dry
Dock in the city of San Juan. The
project also includes design,
construction, financing and
development of a superyacht
marina complex.
Ingrid C. Colberg-Rodriguez,
executive director of the PRPA,
said: “Puerto Rico is going to be
the premier destination in the
Caribbean for maintenance, repair
and overhaul services of luxury
vessels, while further fostering the
growth of the service and tourism
industries on the island.”
Secretary of the Puerto
Rico Department of Economic
Development and Commerce,
Alberto Baco-Bague, added: “Our
fiscal advantages, diversified
economy, physical infrastructure,
human capital and privileged
location in the Atlantic Ocean and
Caribbean Sea, make Puerto Rico
an ideal spot for a first-class marina
and a facility for maintenance,
repair and overhaul of leisure
vessels and superyachts.”

EXPERIENCE
INTEGRITY
PA S S I O N
VISION
LEADERSHIP

PML’s existing operations encompass
over 5,000 wet and dry berths and
300,000 square feet of rental property.
It owns and operates eight south
coast facilities including Brighton
Marina, Chichester Marina, Port Solent
(Portsmouth) and Sovereign Harbour
(Eastbourne).

Saint-Tropez
commissions
moorings study
FRANCE: Paris-based marina consultancy,
MDL France, has been appointed to
undertake a new design study on behalf of
the Communauté du Golf de Saint-Tropez.
The design study
is part of a project
to install moorings
close to the Plage
de Pampelonne
near Saint-Tropez,
a world famous
destination for luxury
superyachts. The
project intends to
reduce the impact of
visiting vessels on
local marine wildlife
by encouraging
superyachts to
make use of new
moorings rather than
laying anchor off the
beach.
MDL France
will provide
comprehensive
project management
for the study, utilising
the team’s many
years of expertise.
It will be supported
by three partners –
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Fugro, Innosea and
Jifmar – who will
provide specialist
assistance with the
study, which includes
layout design,
meteorological and
wave studies, a
geotechnical study
and environmental
input.
Francois Ricaud,
president of MDL
France, said the
team was very
pleased to have
been selected.
“Saint-Tropez is
known throughout
the world for
its status as a
luxury destination
and Plage de
Pampelonne is a real
jewel in its crown.
It’s a high profile
development,” he
stressed.
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The most important marina
construction decision lays
beneath the surface
SEAFLEX CAN HANDLE PRACTICALLY ANY TIDE, ANY WAVE, ANY DEPTH, ANY BOTTOM TYPE & HURRICANE STRENGTH FORCES.

Make a mooring decision worthy of
your entire marina investment
You spend a lot of time researching options for your marina build or upgrade. Since the
anchoring is what is going to hold your marina investment in place it is arguably the
most crucial components you will decide on. Seaflex is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and wave, taking on and dampening the forces
year after year. It does this while being invisible from the surface, creating some
of the most modern, sleek, state of the art marinas of the world.
With 45 years of research and development Seaflex is the
most technologically advanced mooring option in the
world, anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
attenuators and buoys worldwide.
Research your options, give
your marina the mooring
solution it deserves!

www.seaflex.net

SINCE 1970
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INTERNATIONAL +46 90 160650

|

US & CANADA +1 (310) 548 9100
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MW@SEAFLEX.NET

WORLD NEWS

The MYP
2015

NETHERLANDS: Make plans for
the Marina & Yard Pavilion (MYP)
at METS, Amsterdam, 17th-19th
November 2015.
The MYP 2015 looks set to be
another success, with more exhibitors
and a new-style programme under
development for The Marina & Yard
Stage.
Aside from excellent networking
opportunities, it will also be a great
chance to find out more about the
ICOMIA World Marina Conference
(WMC) 2016, which will dovetail with
METS next year. “RAI Amsterdam will
be the place to be for the worldwide
marina industry in 2016 when we
feature the MYP at METS and WMC
2016,” says maritime domain manager,
Irene Dros. “Having so many marina
professionals gathered together offers
unique networking and business
opportunities. Add in a high quality
information programme with top level
professionals from across the marine
industry and it’s clear why these are
unmissable events for exhibitors,
visitors and attendees alike.”
Exhibitors keen to keep up to
speed with the latest technology
will be looking forward to this year’s
METS Breakfast Briefing keynote.
Peter Sander, manager emerging
technologies and concepts at Airbus
Industries will speak on ‘additive
layer manufacturing’ or, more simply,
3D printing. He will discuss the
opportunities and challenges this
brings for future design and industrial
production.
Design is always at the forefront of
the METS focus and 2015 marks the
25th anniversary of the prestigious
DAME Design Award METS. All
exhibitors can enter new products,
provided they will be on display at the
2015 show. The ‘Marina Equipment,
Boatyard Equipment and Boat
Construction Tools and Materials’
award is waiting to be scooped up by
an innovative marina product! The
deadline for entry is 22nd September.
Marina World is the Official
Magazine for the MYP and for WMC
2016.

Marina planned at
Albert Island
UK: The Mayor of London is planning to redevelop Albert Island, a slab of land
owned by the Greater London Authority in London’s Royal Docks. Industrial
space plus a working boatyard and marina facility, with the potential for a
small amount of housing, is proposed.
Mike Luddy, managing director
of Royal Docks Management
Authority, said: “Albert Island is the
last remaining part of the jigsaw of

regeneration in the Royal Docks and
it provides the last link to its history in
the marine industry. We think this is a
really exciting milestone.”

Read the full story on Inside Track:

www.marinaworld.com
• WORLDWIDE: Applications are due
30th September 2015 for the Marina
Excellence Design Jack Nichol
Award, run by the Recreational
Navigation Commission of PIANC...
• USA: The International Marina &
Boatyard Conference (IMBC) returns
to Ft Lauderdale, Florida 27th-29th
January 2016. It is co-locating with
the Refit International Exhibition &
Conference to benefit from crossshow networking…
• GIBRALTAR: Further to the report in
the May/June issue, outline planning
permission has been granted for new
superyacht berths at Marina Bay,
Ocean Village…
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• AUSTRALIA: Superyacht Australia
(SA) says that Australia is now
open for business to foreign flagged
superyachts wishing to charter…
• UK: Robin Walters, chairman of
Walcon Marine, has won The
Yacht Harbour Association (TYHA)
Peter Millward Memorial Award
for his significant contribution to
British Marine Federation (BMF)
associations…
• AUSTRALIA: The multi-award
winning adaptable floating structure,
Waterscape, designed by Superior
Jetties CEO John Hogan and
Alexander Lotersztain of Derlot has
scooped the Australian Good Design
Award…
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DualDocker® mooring solutions for floating
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CLASSIC PEDESTALS
SOLD WORLDWIDE
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SERVING AND
SUPPORTING
THE MARINA
INDUSTRY FOR
25 YEARS
Tried, tested and
trusted marina grade
products, including:
t &MFDUSJDXBUFSTFSWJDFQFEFTUBMT
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ROLEC - A TRUSTED NAME IN
THE MARINA INDUSTRY
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If you already have Rolec Classic pedestals on your marina - ask about our refurbishment packages

Head office contact:
t: ++44 (0)1205 724754
f: ++44 (0)1205 724876
rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

Rolec Services Ltd
Ralphs Lane, Frampton West,
Boston, Lincolnshire,
UK. PE20 1QU

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

RPM
announces
five-year
plan
THAILAND: A five-year 5 billion
Baht (US$150 million) investment
plan has been announced by
Royal Phuket Marina.
Called DestinationRPM, it includes
two hotels, a low-rise condominium
development, a first-of-kind water
facility, marina expansion and a
children’s zone.
The marina will be expanded with
a 250-boat drystack system with
concierge service.

Livart
opens
Sydney
office
AUSTRALIA: Livart Marine of China
has shipped up to 35 containers
of materials to Sydney for the
construction of Tom Ugly’s Bridge
Marina. Discussions for other
new public marinas and jetties in
Australia is under way.
The order coincides with Livart’s
decision to open up Livart Marine
(Australia) in Sydney and prompted its
decision to exhibit at marine15 on the
Gold Coast in May.
All Livart marinas are designed to
Australian Standard AS 3962-2001 and
materials are highly UV-ray and salt
water resistant, and fire-proof.
“With a new firm in Australia we can
offer better service and provide quick
and effective response,” said Livart
business director, Leo Woo.

Highest praise
for marine15

AUSTRALIA: The marine15 conference and trade exhibition, held on the Gold
Coast 3rd-5th May, was highly praised by delegates and exhibitors. Around 450
people attended.
Organising Committee chairman Jeff
d’Albora summed up the event, saying
“the speakers’ content, trade exhibition
and event location have all exceeded
expectations.” US speaker Steve Ryder,
manager of project development with
Bellingham Marine, described marine15
as one of the best marine industry
events in the world. Leigh Francis
from All Marine Spares commented
on the quality of the delegates and the
excellence of the venue for networking
and building business relationships.
Shelly Grice from the Department
of Transport WA said the event, with
its three streams of boating safety,
boating business and marinas, provided
delegates with a rich array of topics
providing excellent networking and
learning outcomes.
A wide variety of products was
displayed by 50 exhibitors including
several first-timers. Craig Bone of
Petrolink spoke positively about the
investment: “This is clearly an event
about quality not quantity with most
enquiries being very good leads.”
Regular exhibitor, M-Tech, was also
delighted with the flow of quality
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attendees. “It’s always a good event and
this year has been busy and definitely
a good place for us to exhibit,” general
manager Darren Wilkinson told Marina
World.
There were 50 plenary and break-out
sessions and ten pre- and post-events.
Highlights included the gala dinner and
announcement of The Club Marine
MIA Marina of the Year Awards for
2015/16. Commercial Marina awards
went to Rivergate Marina and Soldiers
Point Marina, Royal Perth Yacht Club
received the Club Marine award and
Port Denarau Fiji won Best International
Marina. A full list of winners can be
found on Inside Track on
www.marinaworld.com
Marina World was the marina media
partner for marine15.

CORRECTION
In the Plastic Pontoons feature in
the May/June 2015 issue of Marina
World, Candock was incorrectly
listed as a US company. Candock is,
of course, Canadian. We sincerely
apologise for any confusion.
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INTERNATIONAL MARINA AND WATERFRONT CONSULTANTS

WE OWN MARINAS. WE KNOW MARINAS.
OVER 40 YEARS OF PLANNING
AND OPERATING AROUND THE WORLD.

PLANNING & DESIGN FOR SUPERYACHT MARINA
MARINA PORT VELL, SPAIN

With over 40 years of planning and running marinas
across the globe, MDL Marina Consultancy is the team
to turn to for full service marina business advice.
Our marina professionals have experience across the marina
business, so we have the specialist know-how to support you
at every stage of the journey. We’ll work with you to extract
the very best results and make your plans succeed.
The close teamwork and tailored consultancy we offer is
the advantage that will deliver vibrant, proﬁtable leisure
destinations with the foundations to deliver long term results.

INTERNATIONAL MARINA AND WATERFRONT CONSULTANTS

STATEMENT OF CAPABILITY

WE OWN MARINAS.
WE KNOW MARINAS.

MDLCONSULTANCY.COM

•
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS PLANNING
DESIGN
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONS
BERTH SALES
REDEVELOPMENT

Download
our Statement
of Capability

+44 (0)23 8045 7155

to your mobile
device by scanning
this QR code.

MDLCONSULTANCY.COM

CONSULTANCY@MDLMARINAS.COM

WORLD NEWS

Fresh look for
Windermere
marina

Reef invests to lure
larger yachts
AUSTRALIA: Thirty new 20m and 30m marina berths are under construction by
The Jetty Specialist for The Reef Marina in Port Douglas, Queensland.
At a cost of nearly AU$3 million,
the investment is the first phase of a
longer term expansion plan which now
exceeds AU$5 million.
“All going to plan, we hope to treble
this investment over the next few years
and restore The Reef Marina as one
of Australia’s best marine tourism
facilities,” says general manager Rob
Cruz.
According to Cruz, the marina has
been operating at full capacity for some

time and visiting vessels are regularly
turned away. Solving this, and also
offering large berths, will have positive
financial impact.
“Visiting superyachts will be a
boon for Port Douglas as they will
inject considerable money into
the local economy. Superyachts
currently gravitate towards competing
destinations such as Airlie Beach as
we don’t have the infrastructure to
accommodate them here,” he explains.

MDL supports
America’s Cup team
UK: MDL Marinas has signed a six-year deal to become Ben Ainslie Racing’s
(BAR’s) official UK Marina Partner.
To support the team, MDL has
provided essential access to the Solent
to enable team training. BAR has also
been given access to MDL’s network of
leading marina locations and facilities
across the south.
Up to 500,000 visitors are expected
when the America’s Cup World Series

UK: Walcon Marine has renewed
marina facilities at Ferry Nab on
Lake Windermere.
The project required building
of a new middle pier using some
of the original pontoons and the
construction of two all-new piers
using System 21, and Waliflote
units with wave-attenuating
characteristics.
The new marina now provides 64
berths for boats up to a maximum
of 14m in length. Thirty of these are
permanent berths, 26 are for visitors
and eight for dinghies. Unlike many
berthing facilities on the lakes, the
Ferry Nab marina is free floating.
As part of the build process, Walcon
also undertook a site investigation
and, as a result, specified longer
piles due to softer ground than
originally expected.

comes to Portsmouth. The four-day
sporting and entertainment spectacular
(23rd-26th July) will provide fantastic
opportunities to watch the world’s best
sailors battle it out on high speed AC45
foiling catamarans.
The event also marks an historic
moment; a British America’s Cup team
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race in an official America’s Cup event
in UK waters for the first time since
1851.
Dean Smith, operations and
marketing director at MDL Marinas,
commented: “We are absolutely
delighted to have been selected as the
Marina Partner for BAR and to be part
of the winning formula to help bring the
Cup home...we will be backing the Ben
Ainslie Racing team all the way.”
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TALKING SHOP

Rebuilding a haven in the
Turks and Caicos
Blue Haven Marina is the newest marina in the Turks and Caicos Islands and
a world-class destination. Charlotte Niemiec invites Adam Foster, general
manager, and Portia Mogal, operations manager - marina, to talk shop
The aptly named Blue Haven
Marina lies on the northeast coast
of Providenciales in the Turks and
Caicos Islands of the Caribbean. To
the north of the island are pristine
beaches; to the south; Chalk Sound
Lake with turquoise blue waters and
tiny inlets. The west is home to the
island’s national park, a beautiful barren
wilderness and biodiversity hotspot.
The Turks and Caicos Islands enjoy a
pleasant, tropical marine climate and
are surrounded by the world’s third
largest coral reef. Each island has
its own identity, but all offer beautiful
beaches, exceptional scenery, worldclass diving, fishing and water sports,
interesting wildlife, history and culture.
Adam Foster CMM, moved here
in 2013 to open the marina. With
extensive experience in the industry, he
was previously business development
manager at d’Albora Marinas in
Australia and general manager for
Rodney Bay Marina in Saint Lucia.
His colleague, Portia Mogal, joined
him as operations manager that same
year, having worked with Island Global
Yachting (IGY) on marketing the Yacht
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Haven Collection of Marinas in Saint
Thomas, Saint Lucia and St Maarten.
Both are thrilled at Blue Haven’s
success and are excited about the
future, aiming to ensure the Turks and
Caicos Islands are a regular fixture on
captains’ cruising itineraries.
An IGY marina, Blue Haven is owned
and operated by Waterloo Investments
Limited and is located within the wider
Blue Haven Resort. It is a port of entry to
the cluster of islands and the only large
vessel marina. It complements existing
island marinas such as Turtle Cove,
Southside and Caicos Marina Shipyard.

New to newer
The marina that would later form Blue
Haven was built just seven years ago
in 2008. From the start, the intention
was to incorporate the marina into a
larger resort and, initially, it formed
part of the Niki Beach resort. In April
2013, it reopened as Blue Haven
Resort and Marina following extensive
reconstruction work. Since then, the
marina has gone from strength to
strength.
Between 2009 and 2013, the marina

Portia Mogal and
Adam Foster.
had been “left virtually untouched”
Foster explains. During this time, it was
hit by three hurricanes – unavoidable
given its position on the hurricane belt.
When Foster and Mogal arrived in
2013, their first priority was to get the
marina back up to A1 condition, he says,
adding: “All the equipment had to be
refurbished, such as fire pumps, work
boats and golf carts. The fuel system
was never charged, so that also required
plenty of service work and inspection
before we could fill the tanks.”
However, “as far as permitting went,
we had a pretty smooth process – once
everything was complete – as we had
great contractors and local consultants
to ensure we did it right the first time
round.”
While carrying out the necessary
renovation work, the team adhered
to strict environmental practices and
policies of clean marina standards.
This attention to the environment has
paid off: the marina was awarded the
ICOMIA Clean Marinas award in 2014
as well as receiving 5 Gold Anchors
from The Yacht Harbour Association
(TYHA). This focus is ongoing, as
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Round the clock (from left) Blue Haven
Marina, by day and night, is an idyllic
destination marina with access to high-end
resort amenities. It features generous sized
docks and caters for yachts up to 220 feet
(67m).
Foster explains: “We are in a sensitive
location, environmentally-speaking, so
we ensure our staff are trained in spill
response and emergency situations
on a regular basis. Regular drills are
conducted to make sure our staff are
on the ball all the time.”
Work at the marina is fully complete
but, due to its popularity, Foster
anticipates the need for additional
berths in the near future and has
already opened initial conversations with
suppliers. Although the number of new
berths has not been determined, the
highest demand is currently for slips of
100 to 140 feet. A few slips for vessels
up to 220 feet will also be added.

All modern facilities
The marina offers 78 berths for boats
up to 220ft. The average length of
vessel is around 80 feet, and the ratio
is 75% power versus 25% sail. During
the peak season (winter), average
occupancy is about 80% and, during
low season (summer), this number can
dip to 35%, especially in September.
Generally, Mogal notes, transient
customers’ length of stay is anywhere
from a week to a month.

power. On the larger docks, 200amp
three phase and 480 volt three phase
power is available. Each dock provides
water, as well as pump-out for black
and grey water at each berth. Fuel is
delivered via an ‘ultra high flow’ pump,
dispensing up to 400 litres a minute.
Facilities at the integrated resort
comprise a hotel with 24-hour fitness
centre, private beach, concierge,
laundry and business services, and an
infinity-edge swimming pool with lounge
decks for entertainment. The resort
contains several restaurants, a market,
bars, spa and offers an array of water
sport activities and day charters – both
sail and sport fishing. Customs and
immigration are available on-site.
While the marina does not have
a boatyard or hard stand facility, the
Caicos Marina and Shipyard is close by
and readily accessible.
In terms of security, the marina is
particularly safe. Foster explains: “In the
Turks and Caicos Islands, crime is quite
low, so security has not been a major
concern. We do, however, have security
at the resort entrance, as well as night-

time security staff that man the marina
gate and patrol the area.”
Blue Haven’s position on the
hurricane belt is also an important
consideration, especially during the
summer months. The marina is at risk,
but has a plan in place to deal with a
storm event and ensure the safety of
vessels, visitors and staff by providing
relocation, evacuation or shelter for all,
during and after the storm.
Foster and Mogal believe the
marina’s greatest selling point is its
resort facilities and the fact it does not
restrict crew from enjoying these.
The day-to-day running of the
marina is relatively smooth, Mogal
says. Nevertheless, there are a few
challenges. One is the draft restriction
of 8.5 feet at low tide on entry to
the channel, although this is being
addressed. Depth is 12 feet at the
docks. The island’s remote location can
also be tricky to navigate, she says: “It
is never straightforward being on an
island. Planning ahead is essential,
being so remote when shipments take
days to arrive.”

Long-term rental accounts for around
20% of business. The majority of longterm berths are located in the canal
marina behind the resort, which is
separate from the larger marina at the
front. Visitors may berth at spaces left
available after long-term berths have
been filled.
The rebuild incorporated Bellingham
floating concrete docks and Eaton
power pedestals that distribute 30amp,
50amp and 100amp single phase
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PUMP-OUT
Far left: Pumpwatcher
uses IoT technology
so as to offer the best
monitoring and reporting
system. Left & below:
Infrastructure, Location of
Equipment and Inventory
with operating summary:
This is essential for a
company with multiple
locations and/or a
regulatory role - like Clean
Marina or Blue Flag - that
wants to promote pumpout usage.

Making best use of
the Internet of Things
Every issue of Marina World is full of articles on a wide spectrum of products
and services that go into making and keeping a marina updated and
successful. Valuable updates can also be found with marine sanitation pumpout equipment as, although generally not the most interesting or glamorous of
marina and boating topics, it is now at the forefront of new technology centred
around the ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT). Tom Callahan tells us more
A prime example of the use of IoT
is in the SaniSailor pump-out system
installed by EMP Industries at Pier
66 in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. It is not
just a central vacuum waste collection
system. This pump is equipped with
a PumpWatcher remote monitoring
system that uses Internet of Things
technologies and telemetry, i.e. an
automated communications process
by which measurements are made and
data collected at remote or inaccessible
points and transmitted to receiving
equipment for monitoring.
IoT can be defined as a network of
devices, electronics and web services
- including communications services
like cellular and websites - to connect
to a physical object and enable remote
or interactive connectivity to the
object. The aim is to enable remote
management of the machine so that
the operator, owner and possibly the
machine manufacturer or service
provider - with their common or unique
roles - have access to the object or
machine.
The IoT infrastructure can be used
for monitoring usage and events, and

reporting (a primary function of a typical
IOT infrastructure). Data collected or
changes in conditions can be used to
identify service issues or simply enable
activity history and even accounting
and billing
services. It can
also be utilised for
scheduling repair
and maintenance
activities in an
efficient manner, by
coordinating tasks
between different
service providers
and users of these
facilities.

such connectivity is
valued. The benefit
of remote monitoring
systems support when
used in conjunction with a marine
sanitation pump-out system can be
found in: equipment and infrastructure
monitoring; repairs and maintenance;
waste management reporting;
Environmental Impact monitoring; and
regulatory reporting.
An IoT remote monitoring system
works with a device located on the
pump-out, a Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) or a Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
device. GSM devices require a SIM
card. A SIM card is a portable memory
chip used mostly in cell/mobile phones
that operate on the GSM network.
The SIM card can be loaded with
specific software or firmware that can
configure, store and log data retrieved

How can this
affect marine
sanitation pumpout equipment
and services in
marinas? When
you look at the use
of, and monitoring
of, a pump-out
system and IOT
generally, there are
key areas where
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Usage, Repairs and Maintenance,
operator management: Any marina or
marina group that records equipment
usage over specific periods of time and
maintenance intervals will find remote
monitoring displays like these very
useful.
monitoring user interface. They
depict data collected daily or
randomly in a system of devices
and communication technologies,
databases and websites and result
in a pretty sophisticated network
combing website and interactive
application software, database and
communications.

from sensors to record specific events
associated with the equipment, such
as number of pump starts and motor
operating time.
Depending on the sophistication
of sensors, software and database,
different systems can report information
in different formats and may monitor
and report how much volume is being
pumped with each pump-out; like
pulling data such as an SMS text
message from a cell phone. This is
done in different ways, e.g. from a
main database server, which sends an
SMS text message asking for stored
data, or via a local device programmed
automatically to send the information
periodically, triggered by an event.

stakeholder can see the data as it is
displayed for various uses.
The accompanying images
give some examples of what can
be seen by way of an IoT remote

IoT services and technologies
offer today’s marina managers and
owners more automation in filed
reporting, energy consumption
and equipment management and
maintenance. The use of monitoring
systems like PumpWatcherCloudapp.
net on pump-out systems is likely to
increase operating efficiencies, lower
pump downtimes and provide many
management tools for operators and
stakeholders alike.
Tom Callahan is president of Florida-based
EMP Industries, Inc. He can be contacted
by email: tom.callahan@empind.net

Regulatory and Environmental Reporting: Multiple pump reports like the ones below with
customisable history periods are excellent for specific regions to report waste pumped versus
dumped, or in cases where equipment leasing companies or grant agencies, such as Clean
Vessel Act funds, require pump usage logs. These kinds of multi location reports are also
useful for companies that own multiple marinas.

This data is sent to the Cloud, stored
and manipulated in a database and
eventually transmitted to a website.
Microsoft offers ‘Microsoft Azure’,
a cloud computing platform and
infrastructure, for building, deploying
and managing applications and
services through a global network
of Microsoft-managed data centres.
There are other alternatives to
Microsoft Azure but, as with many of
their products, this one is certainly a
dominant player in that space. The last
big step in an IOT remote monitoring
system is getting the data to the
user via a website or User Interface
(UI) graph user interface, where the
operator, any service provider or any
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PUMP-OUT

Adam Cove
Cons: Operator required. The boat must
empty its tank at a shore side station
when full.
Cost: Moderate to expensive.
Ideal for: All marinas.
Pump-out cart or caddy
This system utilises a mobile platform
that can be pulled through a boatyard,
or wide and stable docks or piers.

Helping you choose
the best option
Today’s boat owners are insistent on clean waters. One piece of the puzzle to
becoming a greener and more profitable marina is having an available pumpout system for moving the “effluent of the affluent.” Adam Cove gives advice
on available systems
A pump-out system moves waste
Cons: Boats must travel to the station.
from a holding tank on a boat to a
Cost: Low to moderate.
holding tank or sewer/septic system on
Ideal for: All marinas.
land. Waste is moved by a self-priming
Multiple pump-out locations with a
pumping system that creates vacuum
single pump
on the inlet side of the pump and
This system is the ultimate in
pressure on the discharge side.
convenience for marina slip customers.
The best pump-out systems are
A networked plumbing system means
simple and efficient – meaning they
that every boat could be pumped out
are user-friendly, easy to maintain and
from its own slip. Flush mount hydrants
simple to solve. Each system can be
can keep the system hidden until it is
divided into three primary elements:
ready for use.
the configuration, the pump and the
plumbing. Each is equally important in
achieving a successful system.

Configuration options
For top efficiency, the pump should
be located as close to the pumping
location as possible. There are four
basic configuration options:
Single location pump-out
In this configuration, all boats needing a
pump-out must go to one fixed location
for service. The station can be located
near other amenities or separated
altogether.
Pros: One area to monitor or attend.
Simple to maintain and troubleshoot.

Pros: Very convenient for customers.
Cons: More expensive installation.
Troubleshooting can take more time.
Despite all of the networked pump-out
locations, only one pump-out can occur
at a time.
Cost: Moderate to expensive.
Ideal for: Larger marinas.
Pump-out boat

Pros: Ultimate in mobility on land.
Convenient for customers in dry
storage. Very little infrastructure
needed.
Cons: Operator required. Limited use
on docks. The cart must empty its tank
at a shoreside station.
Cost: Low to moderate.
Ideal for: All marinas with onshore
pump-out needs.

Choose your pump
Each of the pump-out system
configurations requires a pump to
power them. Innovative solutions
provide various options for marinaspecific needs:
Diaphragm pump
A diaphragm pump is preferable for
low-head dockside installations and
portable systems. Its simple operation
makes it easy to maintain.
Pros: Rugged and self-serviceable, with
moderate capacity. Able to run dry.
Cons: Unable to handle high suction
and discharge heads.
Cost: Low.
Double-diaphragm pump
This pump fills a key gap between the
single diaphragm and peristaltic pumps.
It provides a powerful suction lift, while
remaining simple to maintain and being
Rotary lobe pump.

A self-contained system is incorporated
into a floating and manoeuvrable
service platform that provides
convenience for all in-water customers.
Pros: Ultimate in mobility on the water.
Convenient for customers in slips and
on moorings.
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able to run dry indefinitely.
Pros: Powerful, rugged and
self-serviceable. Moderate
capacity. Able to run dry.
Cons: Unable to handle
very high discharge heads.
Cost: Low.

Double diaphragm pump.

Peristaltic pump
This pump is ideal for
high head suction and
discharge conditions, as
well as heavy demand.
Its design makes for
simple marina-performed
maintenance.
Pros: Powerful, with high
capacity options. Simple
to maintain.
Cons: Internal hose is susceptible to
failure from sharp objects (rocks, shells,
etc.). Unable to run dry for extended
periods. Cost: Moderate to high.
Rotary lobe pump
This design creates high discharge
pressures, high volume and handles
large solids easily. It offers the
pressures and capacities of the larger
peristaltic pumps at an often lower cost.
The typical rubberised lobes require
minimal maintenance.
Pros: Rugged and very powerful, with
high-capacity.
Cons: Limitations in self-priming and
suction head.
Cost: Moderate to high.
Vacuum-tank pump
These systems are capable of creating
a strong vacuum quickly. They are
favoured for ferry docks, customers with
large holding tanks, marinas with multihydrant systems, or when the pump
must be located far away from the boat.
Pros: Quiet and fast pump-outs. Not
susceptible to damage from sharp
debris. Can run dry indefinitely.
Cons: Troubleshooting is difficult.
Cost: Moderate to high.
Diaphragm
pump.

Plumbing
essentials

A minimum of schedule 80
PVC should be used for all
hard plumbing. However,
HDPE is preferable due to
its flexibility, stronger joints
and ability to handle colder
climates. All plumbing
needs to be well supported.
The discharge plumbing
should also be level or
rising as it leads to the
septic tank or sewer to
avoid detrimental air locks.
A good system has
a pump (and branches) that can
easily be isolated from the rest of the
system. This helps to troubleshoot
and quarantine problems, such as air
leaks. Ball valves used to accomplish
this should only be on the suction side.
Check valves are an option on the
discharge side.
When looking at accessory
connections, note that swivels in hose
stands and hydrants often create
air leaks - it is best to avoid them.
For an upgraded arrangement, dry
disconnects, not just ball valves, keep
docks clean by trapping odour and
mess in the hose.

Choosing a system
The most critical part of selecting a
proper system is evaluating a marina’s
conditions. Measure the suction head,
discharge head and horizontal travel
of a system. Share this with vendors to
allow for their input on system layout
and design: it will result in the most
efficient system.
Handling the system is another
consideration. A non-operator pump-out
can occur at any time and is convenient
for customers. However, an operator
controlled pump is maintained better
and put away properly. Most units are
designed for self service but are most
efficient when dock-hand operated.

Vacuum
pump.

valve closed, prior to handing
the hose to the boat. Similarly,
pump timers that are set too short
result in inefficiencies and create
unnecessary wear on pumps, as a
vacuum needs to be re-established
each time it is restarted.
2. The pump-out hose should lay flat
when pumping (not vertically coiled).
Vertical oscillations create air locks
that significantly decrease efficiency.
Any horizontal coils or bends in
plumbing, including the pumpout hose, also add to decreased
performance. Keep hose and
plumbing as straight as possible.
3. A pump-out system should be
completely flushed with a clean
stream of water after it is used
repeatedly, or once per day of use.
This keeps the pump in serviceable
condition and reduces odour that
permeates the plumbing.
If you recall nothing else, remember
that a convenient pump-out system
is more frequently used, and this
translates directly to cleaner waters and
more desirable marinas. Keep up the
pumping and expect your customers to
keep coming back season after season!
Adam Cove is international marketing
manager new product development for
Edson International of MA, USA. Email:
pumps@edsonintl.com

Pump-out operation
Many marinas already have pumpout systems. If a marina has grown
or a current system is tired, there are
opportunities to better a facility. Before
going too far down that path, a marina
should ensure its current system is
being used properly, as mistakes are
common. Here’s a check list:
1. Build up a vacuum before
commencing pumping. The pump
should be turned on, with the suction
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The Platinum2 peristaltic pump
manufactured by Edson.
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Barge innovators
go global
Back in 2011, a team of yachting professionals and technology innovators
joined forces in France to address waste water management.
Azure Trend SAS, trading as Ecotank,
focused on making it convenient for
boat owners to dispose of waste water
in an environmentally friendly manner
and also sought new ways to service
boats and ports with minimal impact on
their surroundings.
Ecotank CEO, Wilfried Point,
brought three years of research and
development to the table with the
creation of the first Eco-barge. In
the water in 2011, the barge offered
efficient and discrete pump-out to
marinas on the French Riviera in
Cannes, Golfe Juan and Monaco for
waste water, bilge water, sludge and
other polluted liquids.
Now, with 22 employees and eleven
barges positioned along the coast
between Monaco and St Tropez, the
company has plans to install a barge on
the Seine in Paris and is promoting its
services at a global level.
“We are part of all big events here

on the Riviera like [the property show]
MIPIM, Cannes Film Festival, Monaco
Grand Prix, Monaco Yacht show etc.,”
says export manager Thibault Montes.
The volume of waste pumped from
boats during such events is significant.
At the Film Festival last year, for
example, Ecotank pumped out around
70% of yachts up to 30m in the port of
Cannes; a task involving 500,000 litres
of waste water.

can steam clean engines, generators
and bilges.
Newly formed Ecotank Worldwide
is dedicated to marinas and agents all
over the world, offering products that
are fully backed up with professional
service know-how.
Contact Ecotank in France on email:
thibault@ecotank-worldwide.com
Above: The Ecotank team promptly motors
the pump-out barge to vessels moored at
any marina berth or offshore anchorage.
Below: Pump-out is swift, silent, odourless
and efficient.

Yacht owners or captains can call
for a barge irrespective of whether
they are in berth or at anchor. The
pump-out barge offers quiet, odourless
pumping and carries all the necessary
connections and protective materials to
ensure the job is done correctly.
During the off season, Ecotank offers
boat owners a maintenance service of
cleaning and disinfecting black and grey
tanks and bilges. It also empties, cleans
and disinfects fuel tanks, offers fuel
filtration by centrifugal separator and
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DOCKSIDE SERVICES
250amp MegaMasters on the docks at
Camper & Nicholsons (C&NM’s) Cesme
Marina, Turkey.
requirements - e.g. 16amp to 600amp
electrical supplies and ½ inch to 2 inch
water supplies - and services such as
pump-out. The initial design sported
a stylish aluminium housing but this
was soon followed by different finishes
and colours, including stainless steel
and GRP, and ornate features such as
curved tops and LED lighting.
“We’ve now manufactured close to
a thousand MegaMasters in various
formats and sizes that are helping to
service large boats and superyachts
from South America through the
Caribbean, Europe, the Middle East
and South East Asia,” Alsop confirms.

Meeting a continued
thirst for power
The increasing demand placed by superyachts on dockside services has
led to the development of ever sophisticated electrical hardware. UK-based
Rolec Services, a pioneer in the design and manufacture of pedestals with
superpower, has delivered one record-breaking unit – and more may be in the
offing.
“Whilst we have been providing
superyacht services fairly steadily for
15 years with the regular provision
of 125amp, 150amp, 250amp, an
occasional 400amp and even 600amp,
2012 saw us manufacture not only
1,000amp superyacht services but
also 2,000amp,” says Rolec operations
director Holly Brown.
Demand has been dictated by the
increased presence of superyachts at
marina docks. “Several years ago, the
much larger superyachts tended to be
moored out to sea or in the bay, using
tenders to transport personnel to and
from shore or, alternatively, in special
quayside locations, with services
supplied from the shore,” explains Rolec
managing director Kieron Alsop. “But
this meant they were missing out on the
social scene surrounding the marina.”
As marinas honed their destination
appeal, they also started to offer larger
berths – but often at the extremities
of the mooring basin where pipework
is more challenging. “Due to various
technical calculations, e.g. voltage drop,
ambient air correction factors, pressure
loss and water volume flow rates, the

electric cables and water pipes running
from shore down onto the marina and
along the pontoons to the edges of the
marina were extremely large,” Alsop
confirms.
The need to go to the drawing board
and develop a new product was clear,
and to suit the new-style marina it had
to look attractive rather than industrial.
The result was the Rolec ‘MegaMaster’
pedestal, a unit available in different
sizes for wide ranging power and water
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But more power was needed.

Another giant step

A surge of seriously large superyachts
mainly in the Middle East led in 2012 to
the design of a new giant MegaMaster
that could offer a 1,000amp threephase electricity supply (3,000amps in
total); the equivalent electricity supply of
50 houses! Five custom designed units
were ordered by Camper & Nicholsons
Marinas for Yas Marina in Abu Dhabi for
a visitor berth that welcomes vessels
up to 150m and above. According to
Yas Marina manager, Ronan Jolle,
the available shore power is highly
appreciated by boat owner and crew
and no changes are planned.
But developing a 1,000amp unit
brought its own challenges. “Massive
cables and water pipes and a huge
increase in structural integrity was
Valencia Yacht Base in
Spain is a dedicated superyacht extension
to Real Club Nautico de Valencia
and moors vessels up to 120m in length.
MegaMasters provide 400 to 600amps.
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DOCKSIDE SERVICES
needed to accommodate the equipment
required to connect a ship of this size
to a MegaMaster unit,” Alsop notes.
The sheer weight of the MegaMaster
had to be taken into consideration and
additional below deck flotation had
to be installed. Securing equipment
was necessary to hold the ship-toMegaMaster cables and water pipes
safely in place.
“Some of the cables now running
from the ship to the MegaMaster were
so heavy, three men were needed just
to lift the end of the cable off the ground
and each MegaMaster had to be lifted,
lowered and positioned by crane, which
was a new experience for us.”
Within six months of completing
the design and installation of the five
1,000amp units, Rolec was asked to
design one twice the size; 2,000amp,
three-phase – the equivalent of
supplying 100 households.

A world first

The 2,000amp unit – big enough to
house ten men – was ordered for the
Emir of Qatar for the 124m long, 8,000
tonne superyacht ‘Katara’. “We’re
totally confident that this 2,000amp
MegaMaster is the world’s largest
marina-based ship to shore unit and
have already had enquiries for several
more of these from customers in
different parts of the world. We’ve even
had an enquiry for a 2,500amp, threephase unit,” Alsop reveals.

The 2,000amp MegaMaster built for the Emir of Qatar’s 124m long superyacht ‘Katara’ is
believed to be the world’s first marina-based ship to shore unit.

Quayside or end tie?

MegaMaster has proved to be an
extremely popular choice for megayacht
services. But, as marinas moor up more
and more superyachts, are they likely
to opt for shore-based systems for large
yachts and thus put the future for such
huge dockside units in jeopardy?
Alsop believes that space is a
deciding factor and that units such as
MegaMaster are here to stay. “The
marina operator wants the superyacht
and its spending power in the marina,
and the superyacht personnel want
to be in the marina. But a quayside
moored superyacht could, in effect,
take up to 15 berths whereas if it
is moored on the extremities of the
pontoons, it does not take up the
marina’s small boat space and is still
socially connected to the marina,” he
notes.
“It may well be that new marinas may
have pressure applied to them to try
to get superyachts quayside moored
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but I think finances and economics
will, at the end of the day, overrule this
idea and we will still see superyachts
located at the ends of piers.”
Additionally, whilst the infrastructure
for delivering power and water at the
quayside would be cheaper, depth
of water might be a problem and
lead to costly initial and ongoing
dredging. Alsop also notes further

disadvantages. “Pontoon berths
usually only require additional piling
or anchoring in order to accommodate
a superyacht whereas quayside
mooring will require a safe quay wall,
a gangway and additional security
around the berths as quayside
mooring is often open to the public.”
Contact Rolec Services in the UK on
email: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk
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Floating breakwaters
20 x 6 x 2.4 m - 130 t: the largest off the shelf
Made in Italy
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super
yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions:
the best solutions for connecting sea and
land by means of strong and reliable
structures, in aluminium, concrete or steel,
standard or tailor made.

Gocek - Turkey: 300 m of 130 t precast modules for D-Marin Gocek

Let’s shape together
your new marina

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it
www.ingemar.it

Pontoons and constructions over the water

DOCKSIDE SERVICES

Corpus
Christi
Marina
takes
shape
The City of Corpus Christi, Texas,
USA contracted Meeco-Sullivan dock
builders, Jacob White Construction
and McDonald Electric (TotalPower
Solutions) to complete a major
renovation project for the city
marina. Oklahoma-based HyPower
was selected to review and propose
an electrical design for the project.
HyPower recommended everything
from substations and cable sizes
to pedestal configurations and fire

The all-new Extreme range.

Comsen builds
on its roots
Australian manufacturer Comsen has released a new aluminium pedestal
range called Extreme. The pillars are fully anodised to 25 microns
for ultimate durability and the side is completely removable for easy
maintenance.
Three models are offered –
standard, wide and jetty – offering
configuration options to meet most
berth outlet needs, e.g. light, water,
backlit berth identification, data,
communications, metering etc. The
jetty model has matching pathway and
jetty lights.
If you prefer to refurbish than
upgrade, Comsen has good news
for owners of older model PVC
pedestals. Having repurchased its
original moulds in 2008 – further to
various name and ownership changes
– Comsen can now offer parts or
protection. This plan became the basis
for the bid package sent out by the
City and Jacob White. “For the marina
and project manager, this seamless
approach makes it easier to plan and
manage the entire process,” said Eric
Farley, HyPower director of sales, “and
this solution saves time and money,
allowing a marina to package the
quality and flexibility of technologyleading power pedestals with industryleading distribution gear within a design
that is ready for budgeting.”
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complete shells for most original
models.
The company also looks forward
to offering remote metering having
worked over the last 12 months with
Spanish-based Vatia to evolve the
proven Hermes communications
system. The wireless plug and play
solution requires no configuration and
installation is made after electrical
connections are in place, making it
ideal for retrofit. A launch is expected
soon.
Contact Comsen in QLD, Australia on
email: comsen@comsen.com.au
Corpus Christi Marina was already
familiar with HyPower and the
PowerSnap technology found in its
pedestals, as they were installed
during previous renovations. The
marina project is current under way
and is expected to complete this
summer season. HyPower PowerPorts,
HydroLockers and AMP distribution
equipment is being fitted.
Contact HyPower in OK,
USA on email:
sales@powerpedestal.com
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Mega Yacht Powerpoint

POWER

to Trust

Lighthouse Power Pedestal
One of our most popular units, the allpurpose Lighthouse pedestal has a wide
range of features.

Lighthouse-SS Power Pedestal
The Lighthouse-SS offers the same features
and options as the standard Lighthouse, but
is made with high quality stainless steel for
superior durability and performance.

Eaton Marina Power & Lighting
1-800-723-8009
www.marinapower.com

From the company that is known for its high quality
innovations, Eaton is the only company to offer a
self-contained dual-phase megayacht unit.

The Complete Solution
All Eaton Marina Power & Lighting power pedestals and
distribution equipment is UL listed. The UL certification
provides industry leading level of product safety your
customers demand and the peace of mind you expect
from Eaton. In business for over 100 years, Eaton
provides everything your marina needs for a safe, reliable and efficient electrical power system. Eaton offers
a complete electrical solution including:
•

Full electrical design services

•

Single source for electrical equipment

•

Eaton branded and trusted components

•

Installation through Eaton’s Certified Contractor
Network

•

Local supply through our distributor network

•

Superior customer service before, during, and
after purchase

Admiral-SS Power Pedestal
Truly the flagship of our unitized pedestal
line, the Admiral-SS possesses amperage
capabilities and receptacles to serve nearly
any size Mega Yacht.

DOCKSIDE SERVICES

New pedestal
with air-con
add-on

An innovative new dockside pedestal has been
designed by Italian company Marcello Giampiccolo to
offer multiple services that earn the marina operator
additional revenue.

SMART
notification for
Lighthouse models

A single red light immediately lets the
marina operator know that the
pedestals are protecting customers.

US-based Eaton Marina Power & Lighting has made
further improvement to the ground fault safety in its
proven Lighthouse power pedestals by adding SMART
notification.
Describing the units as
now offering the ‘smartest,
safest and most cost effective
ground fault solution on the
market’, Eaton has rolled
out the new feature for both
5mA and 30mA options
inside its ground fault circuit
interrupters.
By offering intuitive trip
notification of potential
voltage leakage into the
water, the appropriately
named Lighthouse pedestals
will help to save lives at a
time when electric shock
drowning in fresh water
environments often hits the
boating headlines.
Pedestals feature a custom
flash sequence to give
immediate notification of
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any ground fault event and
notification indicates current
breaker status and ground
fault levels. All pedestals
are manufactured from
Eaton brand UL receptacles,
breakers, relays, switches
and lighting components and
are available in plastic and
stainless steel.

Named Leonardo, each
pedestal provides 16amp to
400amp electricity supply;
water via quick-connect
stainless steel taps; air
conditioning and heating
for small boats; and an
interactive office-to-berth
communication system
with an IP65 touch screen
monitor. The system is
fully modular and can be
installed in a wide variety of
layouts at any marina.
Each service pedestal
is manufactured from solid
316L stainless steel and
coated with wood plastic
composite slats identical to
marina decking.
The marina operator
can make money by

hiring the air conditioning
system to boats and
selling advertising on the
interactive monitor. The
company also argues that
by providing an exclusive,
quiet, safe and low cost air
conditioning and heating
system, boat owners will
be encouraged to use their
boats year-round and thus
spend more time – and
money – at the marina.
By renting the system
at just €20 a day, the
equipment will be paid for
and profits gained after just
one season.
Leonardo has been
available in Italy since 1st
May but will be officially
launched at METS 2015
in Amsterdam (17th-19th
November).
Contact Marcello
Giampiccolo in
Italy on email:
marcellogiampiccolo@
yahoo.it

The Lighthouse Ground
Fault Pedestal exceeds
NEC code requirements and
complies with the Michel
Cunningham Act (West
Virginia), the Samantha
Chipley Act (Kentucky) and
the Noah Dean & Nate Act
(Tennessee).
Contact Eaton Marina Power &
Lighting in VA, USA on email:
marinasales@eaton.com
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$EEP 'LOW 4ECHNOLOGIES OFFERS WORLD CLASS
UNDERWATER LIGHTING FOR COMMERCIAL DOCKS
AND WATERFRONT PROPERTIES

Quality
solutions
for any size
marina.
Tel: (+1) 305 300-9596
info@AccmarEquipment.com
Miami, Florida, USA
www.AccmarEquipment.com

s 'REAT FOR DOCKSIDE AMBIANCE
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IN MINUTES
WITHOUT
GETTING
WET Sea
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www.bluestarmarina.org
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DOCKSIDE SERVICES
Europa pedestals installed at Prince Philip
Yacht Haven.

Maricer wins top UK contracts
In addition to achieving export sales, UK-based Maricer experienced a
significant rise in demand for products and services on its home market in the
first half of this year.
form of energy control as these will
St Helier Marina in Jersey, Channel
be used by transient customers.
Islands, took delivery of 31 Europa
The system had to be simple and
service pedestals, four fully equipped
convenient for both the marina and
Europa emergency centres, five
customer, without the need for cards,
distribution panels and 36 of the
cash or tokens. After exploring many
company’s new flush mounted Callisto
ideas, Maricer in-house technicians
deck units with anti-slip feature.
devised a key system whereby units
As part of the client’s remit, eight of the
can be set to deliver energy to the boat
pedestals feature a specially designed

user for either one hour, 24-hour or 48hour timeframes.
The company also secured
a prestigious order for the new
Prince Philip Yacht Haven, a marina
redevelopment project of Royal
Southern Yacht Club and its neighbour
the Royal Air Force Yacht Club on the
Hamble, UK south coast.
The contract comprised 51 Europa
pedestals connected to a Smart Energy
metering system; four distribution
panels; five Extraleti wall-mounted
lighting units (to be fitted along the
pathway to the Royal Air Force Yacht
Club berths); and around two and a half
miles of cabling, installed by Maricer
engineers.
Draper deemed the project quite
possibly the most prestigious to date
for Maricer given its ‘royal’ connection.
He said the team had been extremely
proud to take part and had pulled
together efficiently to help deliver a
world class facility.
Contact Maricer in the UK on email:
sales@maricer.com

Robust high-end
marina services

• Turnkey installations
• Pump-out installations
• Prepaid payment systems
• Remote and smart metering
• Project engineering

www.seijsener.com

info@seijsener.nl
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ANOTHER
EXCITING
NEW YACHT
HARBOUR BY
WALCON...
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Cockerell Close, Segensworth West,
Fareham, Hampshire PO15 5SR
T: +44 (0) 1489 579977
F: +44 (0) 1489 579988
E: sales@walconmarine.com

www.walconmarine.com

Walcon Marine Benelux
T: +31 (0) 38 385 9559
E: info@walconmarinebenelux.com
www.walconmarinebenelux.com

Walcon Marine Croatia
T: +385 21 645 960
E: john.nash@st.t-com.hr
www.marinafacilitysolutions.com

Walcon Marine Australia Pty Ltd
West Coast Operations
T: +61 (0) 8 9583 3982
E: enquiries@walconmarineaustralia.com.au
www.walconmarineaustralia.com.au

Walcon Marine Australia Pty Ltd
East Coast Operations
T: +61 (0) 7 5546 2178
E: andygoss@walconmarineaustralia.com.au
www.walconmarineaustralia.com.au

For almost 70 years, Moffatt & Nichol has provided innovative solutions to the maritime industry.
With a portfolio of over 100,000 berths worldwide, we know what makes a marina successful.
!Feasibility Studies
!Concept & Detailed Design
!Masterplanning
!Financial Modelling
!Facility Audit & Appraisals
!Project Management & Commissioning
!Operational Management Solutions

info@moffattnichol.com
www.moffattnichol.com
Creative People, Practical Solutions.®

MARINA CERTIFICATION

Oscar Siches

ISO - love and hate

Ralf Heron’s article on marina certification in the May/June issue explaining
how ISO standards related to marinas and the difference with other marina
certifications was excellent from a technical point of view. Oscar Siches now
looks at it from a different angle, focusing on feasibility, convenience and
some unfortunate widely spread misunderstandings.
ISO does not certify, only creates
A bit of history
and upgrades the standards.
ISO was established in London
Certifying parties are companies
when 46 delegates from 25 countries
like Lloyd’s or RINA. You can find
met in 1946 to discuss the future of
a full global list here: http://www.
International Standardisation. Work
isoiec20000certification.com/
continued in a new office in Geneva in
home/CertificationBodies/RCBs/
1949. ISO standards are numbered,
RCBsListings.aspx
followed by the year of the latest
upgrade: ISO standard 1:1951 was for
And now the myths:
reference temperatures for industrial
ISO is expensive: it depends what are
length measuring. ISO 31:1960 is the
you certifying. The ISO 9001 certifies
International System of Units, and the
management processes. It is different
list has kept on growing until today’s
for every company, as it is the company
19.000 standards.
itself that decides how the process

is going to work. Of course it must
comply with local and national laws
and standards; but that is compulsory
anyway, ISO or non-ISO. For a practical
example of 9001 advantages, let’s
pick invoicing. All stages involved in
invoicing are described. If the person
in charge of invoicing is ill, any other
person, from within or outside the
company, could pick up the company
9001 manual and manage correct
invoicing after a short read and by
following the instructions.
ISO certification takes a lot of man
hours: what takes time is to build up the
company manual. But it can be done
based on the standard guidelines (you
can buy the standards through the ISO
website http://www.iso.org). Price? ISO
9001:2008 costs CHF138, which is
about US$150. ISO13687:2014 marina
minimum requirements is CHF58
(US$62).
Most companies use specific
auditors to create the manual, and
this is where the cost increases as
auditing companies can charge a very
high price to go through the process.
To apply for an ISO certification, a full
year of data should be available so
all in-house work done to gather and
organise such data will eliminate time

ISO standards are meant to be
voluntary. Unfortunately, many
governments ignore this and demand
ISO standard as a compulsory
condition, which is wrong.

MARINA CERTIFICATION

The main advantage in adopting ISO
standards is uniformity. If a company
in India and one in the USA adopt ISO
7001 symbols, the symbols will be the
same in the company products in India
as in the company products in the USA.

Classification updates are being made because of the changing importance
of marinas within urban environments, according to Heiner Haass of
Deutsche Marina Consult.

There are two ways to work with ISO
standards:
1. To be ISO compliant means that
the company adheres fully to
the standard. It is the company
that verifies that, and there is no
certificate issued (a third party can
be involved to verify compliance).
2. To be certified means that an ISO
recognised third party verifies the
compliance and issues a certificate.

All change – for urban reasons
Haass is part of a university team
researching the urban importance of
marinas and believes they now have
a totally new image and identification.
This change has taken place over
the past ten years with hardly any
recognition. New urban environments
seek to be better integrated with ‘old’
marinas.
“Marinas have become an urban
melting pot for everyone, not just
boaters,” he says. “This has led
to essential social, cultural and
gastronomical offerings, sports
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facilities, shops, housing, floating
homes etc.”
Haass believes that urban planning
is essential to improving marinas. “We
have researched that the existence
of cruise terminals, for example, in
the neighbourhood of marinas is the
best solution from an urban planning
point of view. The concentration of all
maritime elements on the downtown
waterfront is the best we can achieve!”
Heiner Haass can be contacted on
email: zentrale@d-marina-consult.de
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MARINA CERTIFICATION

taken by the auditors and reduce the
bill. If a colleague has done the same
certification and shares the chapters
and specifications of the process, you
can use this as a template.
Look around for pre-audit prices;
differences can be huge. The size of the
auditing company has little to do with
the efficiency or quality of delivered
work, especially for small operations
(even if we talk about several marinas
under one company umbrella).
Risks: with ISO, you are your worst
enemy. ISO 9001 (management) and
14001 (environmental control) are not
static standards, but ones that demand
ongoing improvements. Do not hurry,
take it step by step.
Goals: through the pre-audit, when
the goals are established (digitalise
information, improve web traffic, use
less paper), do not get carried away by
wishful thinking and establish goals that
cannot be achieved. Goals do not need
to imply huge changes, just traceable
ones. Nothing is worse for morale than
a non-achieved goal. Take it easy and

step-by-step and reach your goals on
time.
Do not become an ISO freak: more
ISO signs are only worthwhile if they
are absolutely necessary. When
satisfied with the first steps through
ISO compliance and certification, keep
your eyes open for other standards
that might help, and decide if following
compliance would be enough. ISO
standards sometimes supersede each
other (9001 and 14001 have many
parts in common).
More is not necessarily better:
the same rule applies for non-ISO
standards, like Gold Anchors, Blue
Stars, RINA and regional and national
tourism standards. To be certified Gold
Anchor UK, Gold Anchor Australia (now
merging), IMCI Blue Star, Ports Propres
and ISO 14001, for example, at the
same time just points to a big marketing
budget. It doesn’t mean you are better.
Management and environmental
certifications are about quality, not
quantity.
One final short comment about

ISO internationally recognised signs
contribute to people’s safety.
ISO 13687:2014. At the outset of the
standard, it was decided to establish a
minimum requirement that third world
countries could use as a basic template
for marina design and operation. It was
created under the Tourism Committee
(TC228) ‘Tourism and Related Services’
to focus on the services tourists find
when they arrive at an ISO 13687
certified marina. For example, a family
wants to charter a boat in Indonesia.
They see that in a certain area there
are some ISO 13687 certified marinas
so they know that in those marinas they
will find a clean bathroom, fire fighting
elements, an office and a board with
local information, facilities to dispose
of rubbish and means to make an
emergency call if needed.
There is a very easy way not to hate
ISO: understand it better.
Oscar Siches CMM is a marina
consultant and partner/manager of
two marinas in Mallorca. He can be
contacted on email: oscar@siches.com
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Upgrade to

CONOLIFT
EQUIPMENT!
The best in boat handling

A diversified range of equipment to meet your exact requirements.
tTowed, self-propelled, and highway trailers
tSling lift trailers and boat hoists
Remote control hydraulic trailer tugs
tGalvanized boat storage stands
tSimple operation, rugged durability, flexible features
tWe also supply floating docks and breakwaters

INNOVATION t QUALITY t COMMITMENT

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR MARINE NEEDS
North America1.888.480.3777 Worldwide 705.378.2453
www.kropfindustrial.com info@kropfindustrial.com
1 Quebec Drive, Seguin ON P2A 0B2

BOATLIFTS & PWC DOCKS

Rise and fall at Charlestown
Two Nel-Sun float lifts, manufactured by Golden Boat Lifts, were recently sent to Charlestown Marina
in Charlestown, Massachusetts, where they are enhancing a newly renovated facility.
When Chuck and Ann Lagasse
bought the marina in October 2014, it
was in need of total refurbishment. Now
it is ready for boaters, and offers 250
slips, with a further 110 slips scheduled
to complete by 2016. The lifts were the
perfect choice for the marina as it has a
water level variation of up to ten feet.
Nel-Sun float lifts are specifically
designed to handle extreme tidal

fluctuation and can also be moved and
reconfigured within the marina. They
rise and fall with the tide and, in most
cases, no pilings are required. Lifts
give slip owners complete access to
their boats as each unit is set within
a wrap-around floating dock. The lifts
are powered by the Golden Sea-Drive,
a drive exclusive to Golden Boat Lifts,
that can be solar powered if there is a

Left: The Nel-Sun
float lift installed
at Charlestown
Marina prior to
pontoon decking.
Above: A Nel-Sun
lift fully installed.

shortage of available
power at the marina.
Chuck Lagasse plans to invest in
more floating lifts in the future. At
Charlestown, they have added slip
space and thus increased revenue
when tidal fluctuations made standard
slips impossible.
Contact Golden Boat Lifts in FL, USA
on email: sales@goldenboatlifts.com

Optimum buoyancy and flexibility
Merge the renowned G2 Cube and the sturdy, foam-filled Jetslide module and you have the all-new G2 Jetslide from
Candock.
Manufactured under the strictest
industry standards and now available
to jet ski rental operators, G2 Jetslide
is completely filled with expanded
polystyrene foam and is virtually
unsinkable.

marina spaces or cramped locations.
The system is compact, lightweight,
durable and easily installed. It is also

quick and easy to operate.
Contact Candock in Canada on email:
candock@candock.com

Candock has focused on ensuring
systems are as flexible as possible so
as to withstand the bumpiest water,
while offering a firm and durable cradle
for the PWC. The product can be
adapted to suit all types and sizes of
PWC: two-seaters, three-seaters and
tow-sport models. Optimum buoyancy is
ensured simply by adding or removing
the 19in x 19in cubes on the edge of
the system.
For marina dry-docking, Candock
offers an additional Air Assist
system. Ideal for heavier watercraft,
the system keeps the Jetslide’s
dimensions to a size suitable for
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walk on water
Customised, World Class
Marina Decking Solutions

World Class Port Coogee Marina Australia
Built with Permastruct Micro Mesh Decking

Perma Composites™; pacesetters in
innovative design and manufacture of
low maintenance, premium decking
solutions.
Contact today for a bespoke solution.

The Composite Experts™
+61 8 9303 2406

info@permacomposites.com
www.permacomposites.com

BOATLIFTS & PWC DOCKS

Jetski on the move
When called upon to custom-design a jetski dock for Whitsunday Jetski Tours
at Abell Point Marina in Queensland, Australia, Superior devised an extended
pontoon that travels!

The jetski dock at Abell Point Marina (left)
and Caloundra Volunteer Coast Guard
Sunstream FloatLift (above).

With a small outboard motor
attached, the pontoon can be moved
to the fuel dock to fill up in one hit. “Not
only is it efficient, it’s neat, aesthetic
and a great vehicle for the company’s
branding,” says Superior CEO, John
Hogan.
Long-term client, Steve Ward,
owner of Whitsunday Jetski Tours
came up with the initial concept and
worked closely with Superior on its

construction. “Our aim was to provide
a secure, safe and environmentallyfriendly berthing option for our fleet of
Sea-Doo jetskis,” he said. “It has proven
very practical, with numerous options
available to accommodate our growing
business. People comment daily on
the unique and innovative method of
refuelling up to 12 jetskis by simply
throwing two ropes and driving the
whole dock over to our refuelling bay.”

Superior also enjoys success with
the sale of its Sunstream FloatLift and
has recently delivered a model catering
for boats up to 30 feet to the Caloundra
Volunteer Coast Guard.
The Sunstream is designed for fresh
and salt water, with an aluminium
frame, stainless steel hardware, marine
grade hydraulic cylinders with stainless
shafts and marine grade hoses. Its
rubber-capped SuperBunks are not
only durable but provide the ultimate in
cushioned support.
“The best thing about a Sunstream
FloatLift is the peace of mind owners
enjoy when they have their boats out of
the water,” Hogan explains. “Sunstream
works on a hydraulic system, rather
than air. The floats are filled with foam,
not air, so they remain buoyant at all
times. It cannot sink. It’s ingenious!”
Contact Superior in QLD, Australia on
email: info@superiorjetties.com

Upgrades for docks and lifts
A new personal watercraft dock, the HP Pro, has been released by HydroHoist.
An upgraded version of the popular
HydroPort2, HP Pro features ultratough polyethylene
construction with a
moulded-in tie down
and a patented bow
bumper that slows the
PWC’s forward motion
and provides a soft
rest for the keel. The
in-line rollers make
launching easier than
ever.
The improved
model allows for front
or side mounting and
can be used with
fixed and floating
docks. Multiple frontmounted units can
also be linked together, creating an

ideal system for rental fleets or fuel
docks. As for previous models, the
units are available in
blue or tan.
Also new is
HarborHoist, a levellift frame model
constructed from aircraft
grade aluminium that
complements other
units in the HydroHoist
boat lift series.
This lift is special
because it is fully selfcontained, requiring no
attachment to the dock.
This has been achieved
by ensuring the air
tanks provide consistent
buoyancy, even when
the hoist is in the fully lowered position.
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As it does not need to be attached
to a dock, the HarborHoist has
tremendous adaptability with various
types and shapes of docks. It is
compatible with fixed or floating
pontoons and works in U-shaped and
double-width slips, as well as L-shaped
and square docks. The hull supports
can be configured for nearly all boat
styles, including inboard wake, pontoon
and tritoon boats.
HarborHoist is currently available in
HydroHoist’s three traditional sizes –
4400, 6600 and 8800. The accessibility
and non-skid walkway on each side of
the lift makes it extremely user-friendly
and it has flexible power options –
either standard AC control or optional
solar/DC.
Contact HydroHoist in OK, USA on
email: sales@boatlift.com
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A division of

Hot-Dip Galvanized

BOAT STANDS
We offer a fully
galvanized,
stronger
product… for
less than you’re
currently paying.
MBS-2

$46.61
Seeking Distributors
Monthly Product Showcase

Wood Keel Blocks
FROM

$10.47

We manufacture our own solid pine keel
blocks at MarineMart. We order wood direct
from the mill and cut to speciﬁcations after
air-drying the beams in our warehouse.
We cut 8” x 8” x 22” and 12” x 12” x 22” blocks.

866-900-0983
www.scaffoldmart.com
click MarineMart
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YOUR NEXT
AD COULD DIE
FROM POOR
CIRCULATION.
The truth hurts. An advertisement that doesn’t
reach its market hurts your budget. As an
advertiser, we believe you need accurate, up
to date and independently verified circulation figures for the publications in which you
choose to advertise. That’s precisely what
an ABC Certificate of Circulation provides.
Visit: www.abc.org.uk

BOATLIFTS & PWC DOCKS

AirBerth
wins export
award
EZ Dock now offers a simple drive-on, drive-off pontoon lift for pontoons up to 3,500lbs. It
features assisted air lift and an underwater finger stiffener that allows for width adjustment
to match boat beam widths. It can be used with standard EZ Dock modular polyethylene
docks (as pictured) or with traditional floating or fixed docks. Contact EZ Dock in MO, USA
on email: info@ez-dock.com

Solar charge makes for
independent operation

The charging system for the DC power required by ShoreStation’s FlexPower
hydraulic lifts can now be maintained by a 20W solar panel.

More than just a battery charger,
the solar panel completely removes
the need for an AC power circuit on
the dock and thus creates a safer
environment. This also eliminates
the high, up-front costs of installing
AC power with the required GFCI
equipment and the inconvenience
of running power all the way to the
slip. There are also no annual safety
inspections.
Eric Sager, with the help of Ocean

One Docks and Boat Lifts, recently
installed a ShoreStation lift with solar
panel at the end of a canal. “A more
traditional AC powered lift would
have cost US$600 a year just for the
needed electric meter,” he said. “The
solar charger makes the lift totally
independent from AC power and the
cost savings are excellent.”
With a self-contained solar panel,
users can recharge the lift battery
with a clean, free and renewable
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Gold Coast-based AirBerth Boat
Lifts won the export recognition
award at the 2015 Club Marine
Australian Marine Industry
Export Awards organised by the
Australian International Marine
Export Group (AIMEX).
Australian owned and operated,
AirBerth currently exports to 30
countries and offers nine standard
boat lift models ranging from
2,300kg (5,000lb) to 15,000kg
(33,000lb).
Describing the award as a great
accolade, marketing manager
Justin Lye (above left) said that
the achievement was shared by
home market team members and
international distributors alike.
“Throughout the world we aim to
deliver the highest quality boat lifts
and match this with outstanding
customer service. Our drive is
to enhance the overall boating
experience and lifestyle for our
customers around the world,” he
commented.
The company is currently looking
to further expand its international
network and is primarily seeking
distributors throughout Europe and
North America.
Contact AirBerth in QLD, Australia
on email: info@airberth.com
power supply. The panel automatically
charges the battery and protects it
from draining or being over-charged.
The power of 20W over the more
traditional 10W models, ensures a
quick recovery time so the lift is always
ready for use.
Contact ShoreStation, a division of
Midwest Industries, in IA, USA via www.
shorestation.com
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Lift Your Revenue with Golden

Lifts Up To 120 Tons
Q High Speed, High Torque Sea Drive Gearboxes
Q 6061 T6 Aluminum Welded Construction
Q Stainless Hardware
Q CE Approved
Q Best Warranty In The Industry
Q ISO 9001:2008 Certified

Boat Lifts!

YO U R S U P P L I E R F O R M

Q

www.goldenboatlifts.com
(+1) 239 337 4141
sales@goldenboatlifts.com
17611 East St. North Fort Myers, FL 33917

K ndaDek

J

COMPOSITE

T

BOATLIFTS & PWC DOCKS
Left: A special order standing boat lift
installed at a refit yard in Pasaia in
northern Spain is the tallest built by
Click&Go to date and operates in tide
changes of up to 4m. Below: A regular size
lift unit.

Spanish system
poised for export
An in-berth lifting system developed by an entrepreneurial team in Barcelona,
has attracted keen interest from Spanish marina operators. The system, called
Click&Go, already purchased by many private customers and for two PWC
installations at Sotogrande Marina, is now poised for export markets.

adjustments.
The result of a thorough five year
long product development process,
The lift sits on the seabed and
Click&Go is versatile, durable and
provides total stability to the boat while
easily installed. Each lift consists of
at berth, making it more comfortable
a self-supporting heat-galvanised
when onboard and facilitating access
stainless steel structure with four HEA
for both able bodied and disabled
beam vertical pillars and a cradle of
boaters.
heat-galvanised structural tubing.
Lifting and launching are fast and
Power is by means of two motors
effortless and the mooring manoeuvre
with automatically synchronised
is speedy due to the neoprene-coated
transmissions, operated via remote
support bars that help maintain the
control. Four 10mm cables with preboat in a central position.
stressed
anti-breakage
MARIN
E AN
D C I V protectors;
I L I N D U S T The
R I cradle
E S is raised
grade A-316 stainless steel pins,
and lowered by remote
screws and accessories; and an electric
control.
and electronic control panel devised
Initial choice of boatlift
for a marine environment complete the
model is based on
package.
the length, beam and
Because the structure is preweight of the vessel and
assembled and self-supporting,
adjustments are made
Click&Go needs no anchoring or fixing
to factor in keel shape,
to the bottom of the seabed and the
water depth at berth
installation process is simple. Once
and tidal range. Lifts can
assembled on the nearest available
be adapted to fit exact
dock, it is positioned by crane or floated
vessel dimensions and
to the berth and lowered. The lifts
mooring space. Since
have a self-adjusting base, suitable
the launch of the first
for different types of seabed, and
prototype, the range has
telescopic legs that handle uneven
evolved to cater for a
terrain and allow precise levelling
good range of vessels

and mooring can be stern-to or sideon.
Click&Go can be readjusted to
accommodate new vessels provided
the new boat is proportional to the
original berth space and can be
relocated to a different mooring space
without the need for any underwater or
complex operations.
The company offers lifts to boat
owners either direct or via dealers but
can also provide a third party financing
arrangement for marinas wishing to buy
and rent out the systems without having
to make upfront financial outlay.
Operators have been quick to see
upsides of the system. “It’s an excellent
solution for keeping marina mooring
spaces in order,” says Rosa Maria
Busquets, director general of ports
and airports of Catalonia. “It aids
accessibility, it facilitates more frequent
use of the boat, it is convenient for the
user and it optimises the use of space
in ports.”
There have even been converts.
“At first I was unenthusiastic about
the boatlift, I saw it as an eyesore,
all that steel out of the water,” admits
Amparo Diez, commercial director for
Utilport. “But I went to see one and I
was pleasantly surprised to find it was
hardly noticeable. Also, I immediately
saw a business opportunity for the
marina or the club, an alternative to dry
docking, and the possibility of carrying
out quick repairs.”
Contact Click&Go in Spain on email:
info@click-go.es

JLD Anchor
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Tel: +31 (0)299 622 396
The Netherlands
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JLD Anchor

COMPOSITE
& FIBREGLASS
MARINE
DECKING

THE BEST
ECOLOGICAL
MOORING
SOLUTIONS

Tel: +31 (0)299 622 396
The Netherlands
info@JLDinternational.com
www.JLDinternational.com

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

TO SECURE PONTOONS, BUOYS,
MOORINGS AND OTHER
FLOATING STRUCTURES

DO YOU HAVE A DREDGING PLAN?
Do you know what you will do when your marina silts up and your clients can’t get in and out safely?
Don’t worry, call IMS. See why more marinas are buying rather than contracting. Ask about our finance options.

Q

Q

Q

www.imsdredge.com | 913-642-5100 | marinas@imsdredge.com

One truck transportable and easy
to launch
Most maneuverable dredge on
market w/ patented Starwheel
Drive self-propulsion
Open account financing and
deferred payment L/C financing
available (for up to 1 year)
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Remote control for German operator

Ancora Marina in Neustadt, Germany, one of the country’s largest marinas, has taken delivery of a new Marine Travelift
(MT) 75 BFMII mobile boat hoist.
The 75 BFMII’s wireless
The machine is the fourth
remote control increases
to date that the marina has
operator visibility of the
purchased from MT and it
boat, launch piers and
replaces a 1988 MT 70 BFM
surrounding areas. It also
and a 1992 70 BFM. The new
improves operational safety
hoist, supplied by Michael
and ensures maximum
Wippern of Hamburg-based
manoeuvrability. For extra
Dr. Ing. Bender & Wippern
safety and efficiency, the
GmbH, will provide a better
remote control is laid out
lifting solution.
in the same format as the
“The wireless remote
controls in the operator
control allows easier handling
cab and MT also provides
of the machine, especially
important mechanical backwith bigger boats, and the
up should the transmitter
higher capacity compared
become damaged. The
to the old 70-ton machine
machine also benefits
is necessary so the marina
from an Automatic Variable
can accept more customers,
Throttle (AVT), which adjusts
“Wippern said. “ The new
engine speed automatically
machine will improve
to conserve fuel.
Ancora Marina’s operational
Ancora also selected
efficiency and it will help
several
special 
options:
an
them
their business
expand
 
  
 

electronic load indicator;
into the future.”

sound suppression kit; and
extra depth below grade
which enables the operator
to accommodate tidal
fluctuations by adjusting the
wire rope length on the hoist
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drum. With this feature, the
marina will be able to launch
vessels at any tide level.
Contact Marine Travelift in
WI, USA on email: sales@
marinetravelift.com
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Pontoons, breakwaters, fingers and accessories for marinas
Q Quality – performance – design
Q Secure and safe year after year

ƐƚƌŽŶŐƉĂƌƚŶĞƌ

YƵĂůŝƚǇŝŶƚŚĞŚĂƌďŽƌ



ƚĞƌƐ͕ĨŝŶŐĞƌƐĂŶĚĂĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐĨŽƌŵĂƌŝŶĂ

ĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞʹĚĞƐŝŐŶ͘
Pontech AB
ƐĂĨĞǇĞĂƌĂĨƚĞƌǇĞĂƌ͘
Box 2037 S-103 11

ƉŚŽŶĞ 
ϴϰϬϯϬϱϵϬϬ

Stockholm Sweden

ͲŵĂŝů

ŝŶĨŽΛƉŽŶƚĞĐŚ͘ƐĞ

Telephone
+46 8 403 05 900

E-mail
info@pontech.se

Internet
www.pontech.se

/ŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ
ǁǁǁ͘ƉŽŶƚĞĐŚ͘ƐĞ



Since 2002, the world’s only A – Z of marina
management & operation. Used in 16 countries.
Edition 4 totally re-edited and re-formatted. Ultra clear and easy to use.
Use of The Marina Manual will save you hundreds of hours of management
time and/or hundreds of thousands of dollars in management fees.

See Downloads at www.marina-manual.com
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Mobile toilets with treatment plant
Poralu Marine company CEI has launched Greencube, a modular floating toilet block pontoon fitted with a stand-alone
micro sewage treatment plant. The first unit was put to use on 11th June at Cap d’Agde by SODEAL, the Society for the
Development of Agde and the Coastline.
has received approval
locations in a marina and in
and makes it viable for use
Greencube is an innovative
from the French Ministry
locations where connection
on many floating structures.
concept that will make
for Ecology, Sustainable
to the drainage system is
“Today, this stand-alone,
boaters’ lives easier and
Development and Energy. It
impossible or impractical e.g.
ecological sewage treatment
make recreational yachting
is guaranteed for 20 years.
too far away; too expensive
plant has made it possible
more ecologically sound.
At Cap d’Agde, the toilet
from a civil engineering
to produce a toilet block
In Cap D’Agde the
block will be moved around
viewpoint; near an historic
pontoon,” says CEI-Poralu
installation has four toilets,
the marina to help facilitate
monument; or on a jetty
marine business manager,
five shower cabins and a
special events.
subject to flooding.
Fayçal Rezgui. “However, the
laundry, as well as a micro
Contact CEI Poralu in France
The micro-plant is
innovation opens the way to
sewage treatment plant.
on email: f.rezgui@poralu.com
completely seaworthy and
other possible applications:
The toilet block has been
floating restaurants and bars,
designed to be particularly
hotels, floating houses etc.”
pleasant as well as
The plant operates
functional, with good lighting
noiselessly and does not
and ease of access for
need to be connected to a
people with reduced mobility.
drainage network. It does
The stand-alone treatment
not give off odours and
plant uses a system of slowly
does not use solvents or
rotating discs, which mix
any other pollutants. The
and oxygenate the waste to
treated water can even be
accelerate the breakdown
reused. This means that
of bacteria naturally and
toilet block pontoons can
radically. This is the real
be positioned at various
innovation behind Greencube

www.roodberg.com

Hoist

Transport Trailers

Lift
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Roodberg P: +31 (0) 513 52 13 13 E: info@roodberg.nl
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Security checks and weather updates
Sailing enthusiasts moored at the Kultaranta Resort Marina in Naantali, Finland, can use a smartphone or computer to
check the security of their boats and assess the weather remotely using a new video surveillance system powered by
the Command Professional video management software from March Networks.

The marina, which was
built in 2012, is located on
Luonnonmaa Island near
Naantali, 180km west of
Helsinki. The resort owners
selected and installed the
surveillance system originally
to monitor the luxury yachts
that are moored in the
marina, but an added bonus
was the ability to check
the weather, which can be
unpredictable in the Baltic
Sea.

The installation was
managed by Jukka Leinonen,
chairman of the board of
Kultaranta Marina Oy working
with Tele-Projekti Oy, a March
Networks certified security
system integrator based in
Turku.
Tele-Projekti recommended
a server-based solution
using Command Professional
software running on an HP
Proliant server recording
video from an array of IR

bullet cameras.
The browser-based
Command software
accommodates up to 128
surveillance cameras,
including fixed and PTZ IP
cameras and third-party
edge devices. It also enables
remote access to live video
using an iPad, iPhone,
Blackberry, Android and
Windows Mobile devices with
March Networks Cloud.
The cameras are
connected using CAT-6
cabling to a Power over
Ethernet switch and were
selected to withstand the
harsh winter weather of
the Baltic Sea and variable
lighting conditions.
Because of Finnish
legislation prohibiting the
broadcasting of live video, the
system is configured to send
still images every minute
to the Internet. One image
is available for unrestricted
viewing by guest boaters
on Kultaranta’s website, but

shareholders have access
to a password-protected
viewing of video from all of
the cameras, allowing them
to zoom in on their own boat
and check its safety.
Live video is also streamed
to a monitor in the clubhouse,
allowing resort staff to keep
an eye on the marina and
greet new arrivals.
In the event of any reported
theft or vandalism, resort staff
can review archived video
for evidence and provide a
video clip to law enforcement
authorities.
Additional cameras will
be installed to cover a third
pier and a floating spa with
saunas, a restaurant and a
swimming pool later this year.
Development of the marina is
ongoing. When complete, it
will accommodate 150 boats.
Contact March Networks in
Canada on email: sales@
marchnetworks.com and TelProjekti in Finland on email:
kimmo.luoto@teleprojekti.fi

Stable anchors for lakeside docks
The Nautic Company, DualDocker’s distribution partner in Switzerland, has delivered a mooring system for an EZ Dock
recreation platform on Lake Geneva.
The modular pontoon
system is anchored
using eight two-ton
DualDocker arms in a
‘V’ arrangement. Each
arm measures 2.6m in
length to ensure stability
in 2m water level
variations.
The system is
perfect for the sensitive
environment on the
Swiss Lakes as there
are no mooring lines or
piles and no disruption
of the lakebed.
Nautic Company’s
Christian Solterer
reported a very happy
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customer. “During the
inauguration event
on 27th May, 150
guests and officials
could experience for
themselves how stable
the platform was on
a windy summer’s
day,” he said. “The
DualDocker damping
units were doing a
brilliant job.”
Contact DualDocker in
Austria on email: doris.
czech@dualdocker.
com and The Nautic
Company in Switzerland
on email: dualdocker@
moramora.ch
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Patent pending
for FRP rods
Bellingham Marine has confirmed that the International
Intellectual Property Office has issued ‘patent pending’
status for its new FRP thru-rod and nut system. The
company has filed for design protection on the system’s
unique bolt thread, nut shapes and overall look, and patent
protection for the concept and performance characteristics.
The new FRP thru-rod is
claimed to offer a longer lifespan than stainless steel rods
at a far more economical
price. The composite rod
consists of a completely
corrosion resistant ECRglass fibre and a modified
epoxy resin matrix. The
specially formulated
composite material offers
high strength, complete
corrosion resistance,
durability and unparalleled
creep and fatigue resistance.
The system was developed

by Bellingham in partnership
with Pultron Composites, a
global industrial technology
company that specialises
in the development and
manufacture of high
performance composite fibrereinforced pultrusions. The
two companies have been
working together over the
past seven years to develop
the system.
“Our first test site was
in the Middle East. We
wanted to test the product’s
performance in a high

salinity, high temperature
environment, and three years
into the testing programme
we are thrilled with the
results,” said Bellingham
president and CEO Everett
Babbitt. “We have another
test site in New Zealand in
an exposed location where
we have been monitoring the
rod’s fatigue resistance.”
“This breakthrough in
materials technology is one
of the industry’s greatest
innovations in the past

25 years. The key to the
product’s success is rooted
in Pultron’s extensive quality
control processes, selection
of raw materials and
proprietary thread design,” he
continued.
Customers will be able to
purchase the new FRP rods
directly through Bellingham
Marine or its sister company
Marina Accessories.
Contact Bellingham Marine in
WA, USA on email:
bmi@bellingham-marine.com

contact@allnautica.com

www.all-nautica.com

Products & accessories for nautical infrastructures
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Bruno Meier
Bruno Meier (right) is the new CEO for Jet-Set Club
Holiday, owner of Bavaria Yachts China. He has been
tasked to develop several company activities, including:
yacht dealership; yacht repair and maintenance; yacht
club management; marina management; sailing academy
operation; and yacht charter.
management
Based in Shenzhen near Hong
services,” he tells
Kong, the company will have
Marina World.
operations all along the Chinese coast
from Dalian to Hainan Island, and
Meier was previously COO at ART
Meier’s first task is to recruit a core
Marine LLC in Dubai and head of the
team of skilled and motivated people.
successful marina division, which
“At the same time, we will structure a
manages six marinas and runs the 19strong dealer and after sales service
strong Destinations marina network.
network all along the Chinese coast
“I left ART Marine on excellent terms
and into Taiwan, Hong Kong and
and with lots of good memories,” he
Macau. We will gradually expand with
says. “But a new adventure beckoned.”
charter, sailing schools and marina

Stackable one-piece ring
revolutionises pile moorings

An innovative new version of the time tested circular floatation device used to
overcome tidal problems for boats moored at piles has been launched by New
Zealand company Monumental Plastics.
and other marine growth. The ring also
acts as a non-marking boat fender and
high visibility mooring buoy with four
strong tie-on points.
Despite its strength, it is light in
weight and is also long lasting and UVproof. Its one-piece build components
– high quality polyethylene and marine
grade steel – are 100% recyclable.
Best of all for the marina operator
is the news that Pile Ring represents
“incredible value for money” and is now
available worldwide. Prior to its official
Called simply ‘Pile Ring’, the
launch at the end of May, Trueman was
advanced design is an industry first.
already reporting strong interest and
“The key to Pile Ring’s advantage is our
had secured home market orders from
ground-breaking one piece moulding
Westhaven Marina in Auckland and
technique, which seamlessly integrates
Chaffers Marina in Wellington among
a marine grade stainless steel hoop
others.
into a unique and specifically designed
Contact Pile Ring in New Zealand on
float,” explains Monumental Plastics
email: info@pilering.com
director Tony Trueman.
Pile Ring is seriously strong, safe and
unsinkable (due to its closed cell foam
filling) and can be nested or stacked.
This provides for additional fendering
and buoyancy in the water, improves
handling and storage, and makes for
easy container shipping.
With Pile Ring, the marina operator
can be sure of permanently tight
lines irrespective of the tides, and pile
protection as the ring inhibits barnacles
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Trusted Name, Proven Value

Performance and reliability
for your heaviest loads.
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From 15-ton sailboats to 1,200-ton mega yachts, performance and reliability are crucial to hoist and move
every vessel around your yard. With over 50 years of experience building mobile boat hoists, Marine Travelift
continues to deliver the hard-working solutions your business needs to complete every job.
Count on the most durable machines, designed and built by our industry experts to meet or exceed the
demands of your yard.

marinetravelift.com
+1.920.743.6202 / sales@marinetravelift.com
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